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Tuition freeze gears up for lobbying
By LINDSEY YOUNG
Features Editor

Last fall, student grassroots
organizers
representing
Minnesota State Universities
Student
Association
and
Minnesota State Colleges
Student Association began
working on a proposal dubbed
the “tuition freeze.”
Now, as Lobby Day nears,
the proposal is gaining speed,
picking up support along the
way.
When student lobbyists and
field organizers began their

work at the start of the academic year, they decided to focus
on recent tuition hikes.
The tuition freeze proposal
began traveling the state,
allowing various student governments at MnSCU schools
to evaluate the plan and provide their input.
The students would decide
whether to endorse the proposal or not.
The MSUM student senate
recently approved the lobbying
platform for Wednesday’s trip
to the capital. The platform
includes support for the

tuition freeze, despite the pro- posal into legislation.
posal’s potential costs to the
The bill drafted by MnSCU
university. The motion to asks Minnesota lawmakers to
approve the platallot a base of $200
form passed unanimillion.
mously.
If the bill passes,
Now, with nearly
universities will only
Do you support
100
percent
of
have to raise tuition
MnSCU
schools the tuition freeze 4 percent, as combehind the propospared to the 12.5
proposal?
al,
the
Tuition
percent increase stuFreeze is on its way
dents paid this year.
Vote online at
mnstate.edu/advocate.
to being introduced
However, MSUSA
to
legislation.
feels this is still
Members of the Minnesota unacceptable.
House and Senate, helped by
MSUSA field organizer Kory
student input, wrote the pro- Kozloski has been working on

POLL

the tuition freeze campaign.
“MSUSA wants an additional
$62.9 million so tuition will
not go up,” he said.
Field organizers like Kozloski
have been visiting colleges and
universities across Minnesota
to pass along information so
students will be ready to lobby
for the proposal.
“Students need to show the
legislators how important this
is to the students of the state,”
he said.
Young can be reached
at youngli@mnstate.edu.

Wellness
worries

Welcome to MSUM

Gateway student voices concern
about temporary fitness center

program director, who told her
something different. Simon
Editor
informed her that because she
MSUM’s temporary Wellness is a Gateway student, she has
Center isn’t well.
to pay to use the Wellness
At least that’s the attitude of Center.
Johannah Dickhaus, a stuThe confusion is over what
dent in MSUM’s Gateway pro- services Gateway students
gram. Dickhaus and her can use. Students pay tuition
roommate, a Minnesota State and fees to MSCTC. The proCommunity and Technical gram then readmits fee money
College student, began using to MSUM, allowing Gateway
the Wellness Center shortly students to use computer
after it opened in
labs, participate in
the
former
student organizaI just want
Thomas
Edison
tion and use other
to use the
School building
MSUM facilities.
new
north of campus
However, Gateway
Wellness Center like
on Jan. 11.
students were not
everyone else.
On Jan. 20 the
asked to pay the
Johannah
two
roommates
$50-per -semester
Dickhaus
were
denied
fee that is built into
Gateway student
access to the facilevery MSUM stuity and asked to
dents
university
pay a fee.
fees.
“We were pretty mad,”
“We’ve never had this situaDickhaus said. “We’d used the tion before,” Simon said. “This
facility before and had never was the first fall where
been asked to pay a fee.”
(MSUM) students had to pay a
Frustrated, Dickhaus called fee for a Wellness Center. It
the number on the Wellness could be very different next fall.”
Center poster. They were
Dickhaus just wants to be
incorrectly told that MSCTC treated like other students at
students have to pay $35 a MSUM.
semester or $3 a day and
“I just want to use the new
Gateway students have to pay Wellness Center like everyone
nothing.
else,” Dickhaus said. “If I have
The Gateway program is to pay a fee, that’s fine.”
designed for students who do
Use of the Wellness Center is
not meet MSUM’s admission free to MSUM students.
requirements.
Students MSCTS student and Gateway
attend Gateway program students must pay $50 a
classes at MSUM, and after semester or $3 a day to use
two or three semesters, they the facility.
transfer to MSUM.
Dickhaus
then
called
Lemer can be reached
Claudia Simon, the Gateway
at blemer@hotmail.com.
By BRONSON LEMER

BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

Chad Eisele (left) MSUM’s new football coach, speaks during his introduction last Thursday.
Athletic director Alfonso Scandrett Jr. said the hiring was the dawning of a “new era in Dragon athletics.”

Stipends to increase social worker numbers
By SARA HACKING
Staff Writer

The MSUM social work
department is participating in
a statewide effort to fill the
need for trained child welfare
social workers in rural
Minnesota.
This
spring
semester the department
began awarding stipends of
$1,900 to qualified students
who agree to work in
Minnesota county or state
child welfare positions upon
graduating.
The Minnesota Bachelor of
Science
Child
Welfare
Consortium initiated the federal grant that will support
the effort. The consortium
includes
Bemidji
State

University; Minnesota State
University, Mankato; St.
Cloud
State
University;
Winona State University; the
School of Social Work at the
University of Minnesota and
MSUM.
“The whole reason for it (the
grant)—and it is needed—is to
get more licensed BSW social
workers working in child welfare, especially in the state of
Minnesota,”
said
Mary
Schroeder, chair of the
department of social work.
Sue Peterson, coordinator of
the grant at MSUM, said
counties are currently exempt
from hiring workers with
bachelor’s
degrees
in
social work.
According to Peterson, many

of the county workers in child
welfare have degrees in psychology, criminal justice and
sociology. She said that while
these are all fine degrees, she
feels quite strongly that counties need trained social workers. The field of child welfare
includes positions relating to
adoption, foster care and
child protection services.
Peterson cites well-publicized cases in New Jersey and
Florida where children fell
through the cracks of the
child welfare system as evidence of the need for enough
trained social workers.
“How can you give justice to
children and families when
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911 hang-up in Nelson.
Fire alarm sounding in
Hagen.
911 hang-up in Snarr.
Vandalism in Holmquist.
Fire alarm sounding in
Owens.
Theft in Kise.
Fire alarm sounding in
Owens.
911 hang-up in Nemzek.
Assault in Dahl.
911 hang-up in Ballard.
911 hang-up in Owens.
Elevator emergency in
Nelson.
Elevator emergency in
Nelson.
911 hang-up in Annex.
Motor vehicle accident on
11th Street South.
Fire alarm sounding in
Flora Frick.

Advocate seeks
advertising rep
The Advocate has an opening for an advertising representative.
Duties include working with
clients, scheduling advertising for the newspaper and
various other tasks.
To apply contact the advocate at 477-2551, e-mail at
advocate@mnstate.edu
or
come to CMU 110.

NEWS BRIEFS
LCM names new
campus pastor
Randy Skow-Anderson has
been named the new pastor
for
Lutheran
Campus
Ministry at MSUM.
S k o w Anderson,
an alumnus
of
Concordia
College,
earned his
master’s of
divinity at
Lutheran
Seminary
Skow-Anderson
in St. Paul.
He has served as the co-pastor of Trinity Lutheran
Church in Pelican Rapids for
the past three years.
Skow-Anderson’s installation will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 20
in the CMU Ballroom.

Dean’s lecture tells
Mallarme history
Art and design professor
Anna Sigridur Arnar will present a lecture on her interest
in the history of the book as a
cultural object and interactive
medium in Western civilization.
The lecture is at 4 p.m.
today (Thursday) in the
Center for Business 111.
Arnar will draw on her current book project devoted to
the French poet and theorist
Stephane Mallarme.

www.mnstate.edu/advocate
www.mnstate.edu/advocate
www.mnstate.edu/advocate

Apply to become a
Peer Educator

Study the Bible with
fellow students

Hendrix Health Center is
now accepting applications for
Health
Promotion
Peer
Educators for next year.
The volunteer position offers
experience in many different
areas. A full description of the
position and applications are
available at the Hendrix
Health Center front desk.
Applications are due Feb. 25.

Learn about the Bible with
students on campus. A Biblebased group will meet at 7
p.m. Mondays in CMU 207
and at 8:30 p.m. Thursdays in
CMU 212.

Find a summer
job at Valleyfair
Valleyfair
representatives
will be on campus from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Wednesday in CMU
204. Students can learn
about jobs offered at Valleyfair
amusement park and the various benefits offered, such as
free passes and rent reimbursement.

Red Weather
magazine seeks
submissions
Red Weather, MSUM’s literary magazine, is seeking submissions for its Spring 2005
issue.
MSUM undergraduate and
graduate students, faculty,
staff and alumni are invited to
submit their best short fiction, creative nonfiction, personal essays, poetry and
graphics.
First prizes of $25 will be
awarded to the best poetry
and short story by a graduate
student and the best poetry
and short story by an undergraduate student.
Deadline for submissions is
Feb. 4. Visit the Web site at
www.mnstate.edu/english/
redweather.htm for details.

‘Space Bus’ shows
at planetarium
MSUM’s planetarium will
show “Space Bus” at 2 p.m.
Sundays and 7 p.m. Mondays
now through March 7.
“Space Bus” is a story about
a group of kids who take a
field trip through the solar
system.
For more information or to
schedule a show, call 4772920.

Mittens needed
for young children
The Early Education Center
needs
mittens.
Consider
donating new or used mittens
for children aged 16 months
to 6 years.
Send them to the Early
Education Center via campus
mail or call 477-2214.

Submit nominees
for adviser award
Students and faculty members are invited to submit
nominations for the MSUM
outstanding adviser award.
Forms may be picked up in
Flora Frick 153 or submited
online at www.mnstate.edu/
advising/nomination_form.
htm.
The submission deadline is
Tuesday.

CAB Dragon Pride
t-shirts for sale
Show Dragon pride with tshirts from CAB available for
$8. Pick them up at the CAB
office, CMU 231.

Go to Lobby Day
with student senate
Lobby Day is just around the
corner. On Wednesday all students are invited on a trip to
the Minnesota State Capitol to
meet with legislators and
share their concerns.
The trip is free and considered an excused absence from
classes.

Arctic wildlife
program held
A Minnesota native will present a slide show titled “Do we
drill or protect?” at 7 p.m.
Feb. 10 in King Auditorium.
Andy Keller is a graduate
student at the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks and a guide
in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge.
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POLL

Visit our Web site at
www.mnstate.edu/advocate
to take The Advocate poll.
Last week’s polls
Are you happy with MSUM’s
decision to hire Chad Eisele
as head football coach?
Yes: 80%
No: 20%
5 total votes

Join in the Relay
for Life 2005
Students interested in joining the fight against cancer
can contact Missy Jennings
about being a part of Relay for
Life 2005.
For
more
information,
Jennings can be reached at
mhjennin@cord.edu. Please
respond by March 1.

Apply now
for fellowship
The
James
Madison
Memorial
Fellowship
Foundation is offering a
$24,000 fellowship for master’s degree-level graduate
study to college seniors who
intend to become secondary
school teachers of social studies.
For more information, contact Ken Smemo in the history department.

Sing with Newman
Center choir
The Newman Center choir is
looking
for
members.
Practices will be held at 3:15
p.m. Sundays with mass at
4:30 p.m..
For more information, call
477-5758.
The
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Spring breakers volunteer their efforts
Habitat for Humanity offers spring break alternative
By BARBIE PORTER
Staff Writer

Winter is heading into its final stages,
which means spring break is just
around the corner.
Many students head south to remember how warm the sun feels, but for
those who haven’t planned a spring
break soiree, there is still hope.
Students who wish to shake the winter blues in Leesburg, Fla., Biloxi,
Miss., Mt. Vernon, Wash., or Camden
N.J., have the opportunity to help out
for MSUM’s Habitat for Humanity in
those places.
Each group will depart March 11,
and drive straight through to reach
their destination. They will return
March 20.
Kerry Plath, Habitat for Humanity copresident, recalls with fondness last
year’s long drive.
“My most memorable experience is
the time spent in the vans on the way
to and from our destination,” Plath
said. “There is nothing comparable to
spending 30 hours in a van with nine
other people. It is a great time to meet
new friends and learn about the other
people on your trip.”
Kyle Daily, Habitat for Humanity copresident, assured there will be time
for sightseeing and bathroom breaks
during the long haul.
“The trip leaders plan the route with
the rest of the group,” Daily said. “They
can decide if they want to stop somewhere along the way. On our way to
Los Angeles, we stopped at Las Vegas
for about five hours.”
Once the group arrives, they meet the
representatives and check out their
living quarters, which may be a

ILLUSTRATION BY KATHRYN YOUNG / THE ADVOCATE

church, campus apartment or cabins
at a campground.
Throughout the next week, the group
will participate in building a house
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Daily says after
a day of rewarding work is done, the
group is free to do as they please. Plus
each group will have one full day off to
venture out into the new city.

The houses are built for families that
have been picked by Habitat for
Humanity.
“These people are not homeless, and
they also work on their home in order
to receive it,” Plath said. “They are not
simply given a house, they must work
and pay for it. All of the families that I
met were very thankful for our help

and very friendly.”
The cost for the trip is $250. For
those interested, spaces are still available. Daily and Plath can be contacted
at habitat@mnstate.edu.

Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu

Do you feel the university does a good job maintaining the sidewalks?

I think ice control is awful on
this campus. The worst is by
Mclean.I’ve seen people fall on
the ramp
Heidi Nell
Junior

They clean the sidewalks at
night. I think that is good.
Karuna Sharma
Senior

I think they’re icy. By the
dragon is always icy. I always
slip there.
Jenny Kuzel
Sophomore

Compared to NDSU, they do
a lot better. They actually sand.
At NDSU they polish the ice.
Justin Costa Rica
NDSU senior taking class at
MSUM

I think they are doing a pretty
good job. I see them cleaning
the sidewalk after it snows.
Salana Adhikapi
Senior

OPINION
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Advocate editorial board
Bronson Lemer
Editor

Alicia Strnad
Assistant Editor

Ashley Johnk
Opinion Editor

University not
responsible for
icy sidewalks
Last week an e-mail began circulating among
students urging them to send an e-mail to
President Roland Barden about the state of the
university’s sidewalks.
The e-mail states that the sidewalks were
“extremely slippery” and “something needs to
be done about them.” It insists frustrated students forward the message to the president
because their safety depends on it.
Did the author of this e-mail realize that it’s
winter?
Slippery sidewalks are a part of winter in
Minnesota and North Dakota. It wouldn’t be
winter if we didn’t have dozens of people cautiously sliding across slick sidewalks on their
way to class.
Every winter, students drop like dominoes on
their way across campus. Is that because university maintenance workers aren’t doing their
job? Hardly.
Maintenance crews work around the clock to
improve the state of campus sidewalks.
Vehicles carefully move snow off sidewalks
while maintenance workers take time to apply
salt and sand to troubled sidewalk spots.
Students need to be aware of these measures
in order to understand the great deal of effort
that goes into keeping sidewalks walkable.
It comes down to each person taking more
cautious steps across campus. Take enough
time to get to class and step aside when snowsweeping vehicles need to clear the sidewalks.
Improving the condition of campus sidewalks
in the winter is a collaborative effort between
the people who maintain the sidewalks and the
people who walk them. It involves university
maintenance workers making every effort to
improve sidewalk conditions while students,
faculty and staff remain respectful of the job
they have to do.
There is no other way around it. Sidewalks
will always be icy during winter months. That
isn’t the university’s fault.
While the university may need to do more to
help keep sidewalks clear and free of ice, students need to be patient and realize that
Mother Nature isn’t going to stop making ice
because of one simple e-mail.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those
of the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages Letters to the Editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM
Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Campus flyers deserve respect
Last week, as many of you
may know, was “Celebrate
Choice Week,” put on by our
campus’ Students for Choice
group in celebration of the
1973 Roe v. Wade ruling.
Posters were put up, events
were hosted and flyers were
put around campus, much like
the week put on by the group I
belong to, Collegians for Life.
As many of you may not
know, ours was a week
designed for the celebration of
life.
However, in sharp contrast to
our “Celebrate Life Week,” I
saw many of the pro-choice
posters stay in their spots
throughout the entire week,
where some of them still
remain.
Bravo! That’s the way it
should be. After all, how can
we learn respect if we do not
begin by respecting all others,
even those with completely different opinions than us?
I just can’t help remembering
the difficulty that Collegians
for Life had in keeping our
posters on the walls, or even
keeping them clean of graffiti.
It also took a lot of strength to
remain cheerful when the people at our tables were being
made fun of and insulted.
Jan. 22 was the anniversary
of Roe v. Wade. CFL decided to
put up red ribbons on trees
around campus last week in
memory of all the unborn
babies that have been aborted

since that date. Our entire goal
was to remind people who did
not wish to celebrate this ruling that they had a right to
mourn it instead.
We did not put up posters
right away because we hoped
to leave people wondering for a
day or two, then to surprise
them with the meaning of the
ribbons.
But on the morning that we
planned to put up posters, it
was we who were surprised. All
around campus were red
posters saying that the red ribbons symbolized the deaths of
women who have died because
of having unsafe abortions. At
the bottom were the words,
“Vote Pro-Choice.”
I do not swear, and it takes a
lot to make me cry, but that
morning I muttered several
profanities under my breath,
and I had more than one tear
in my eye.
While I deeply regret the
deaths mentioned in these
posters, I felt that we had been
robbed of a chance to reach
out to the campus with our
message. I felt personally hurt.
I wondered what kind of person would do such a hateful
thing.
Maybe the people or person
that did it did not realize it, but
it was hateful. Maybe they didn’t know how cold it was on the
night that we put the ribbons
up, when we had to jump
through the snow to get to

many of the trees (silly me
without my snow boots), or
how cold our hands became
after tying on what seemed like
millions of ribbons.
Maybe they didn’t realize how
much we have stressed to our
members at our meetings that
we should not destroy any
posters or displays, no matter
how angry they may make us.
Maybe they didn’t realize that
we genuinely want to spread a
message of love around campus and promote life without
exception.
I hope they didn’t know all of
this, because I would hate to
find out that there are people
on this campus cruel enough
to do such a thing and be
aware of how they are hurting
others.
Whoever did put the posters
up seemed to have a great love
and respect for women. A large
percentage of Collegians for
Life is made up of women.
Don’t we—along with all campus organizations—deserve
respect from others?
I challenge this campus to
begin respecting the rights of
others, unless being pro-choice
includes choosing to do what
you want without a thought to
who you might be hurting.

Allison Keller
MSUM freshman
vice-president, Collegians
for Life

Share concerns with legislature
Dear MSUM Students:
The legislative session is well
underway in St. Paul. Your
MSUM student senate leaders
have been hard at work organizing what promises to be a
successful 2005 Student Lobby
Day. I’ve been told that the bus
to St. Paul for the Feb. 9 trip
has already been filled.
To those of you participating
in lobby day—I applaud your
willingness to get involved.
To those of you unable to participate in lobby day—I encourage you to get involved in other
ways. Our state legislators
need to hear from you whether
you send an e-mail or pick up
the phone.

Tell our state legislators
about how expensive your education really is. While we have
been proud of the fact that
MSUM continues to be one of
the most economical choices in
the region, we know that many
of you incur enormous debt
while pursuing your degree
here.
The average financial aid debt
for our fall 2004 graduating
seniors is $20,801—equivalent
to five years of tuition!
How does the cost of higher
education impact you? Are you
working too many hours while
trying to complete your degree?
Are you juggling more than one
job? Are you incurring addi-

tional debt on your credit
cards?
Let our legislators know.
You can contact our state legislators
by
visiting
the
Minnesota House and Senate
Web
sites
at
www.leg.state.mn.us/ or by
visiting the MSUM Office of the
President’s
Web
site
at
www.mnstate.edu/president
and clicking on “legislative
activity.”
Best wishes for a successful
spring semester. Study hard
and get involved!

Roland E. Barden
President
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Addictions, obsessions diminish way of life
In last week’s Advocate,
editor Bronson Lemer
confessed to his obsessive-compulsive tendencies.
Now, far be it from me
to compare myself to
anyone, but Bronson is
strictly small-time. I am
the master, and I’m
ready to prove it—I will pit my
obsessiveness against any
one’s any day.
I can’t remember when I first
realized I have an addictive
personality. It was probably
sometime around the summer
after fifth grade when I spent
more than $100 on gummi
worms—a lot for a person on a
$10-a-month allowance.
It might have been in seventh
grade, when I realized I could
bring Elvis Presley into any
conversation.
Then again, it may have been
in ninth grade, when I could

identify more than 200 species
of sharks by their scientific
name (as in great white shark
equals
carcharadon
carcharias).
The point is, I have a problem.
Hello, my name is Alicia and
I am an addict.
When they hear the word
“addict,” most people think of
drugs, alcohol and the like.
With me, it’s anything.
I am addicted to Sierra Mist.
I am addicted to angel hair
pasta with mozzarella cheese. I
am
addicted
to
Rufus
Wainwright’s song “The Art

Teacher.”
I am addicted to scented candles.
I am addicted to “Buffy
the Vampire Slayer” and
the
soundtrack
to
“Jesus
Christ
Superstar.”
I am addicted to a hundred other things—and
not one of them is really useful
or helpful to me as a person.
Addiction has caused me a
lot of trouble, but so have the
rest of my quirky obsessions.
I make up stupid rules for
myself, and I make myself follow them. From little things
like putting my left sock on
before my right to bigger
things like never allowing anyone outside my immediate
family into my home when my
bed is unmade —and yes, I’ve
made people wait outside.
My life is ruled by my quirks.
Each morning, I get up at a

time ending with seven—I can
wake up at 10:37, but never
10:30. I make my bed immediately, no matter how dire the
need is for me to empty my
bladder or complete any other
task.
Sometimes I wonder if I woke
up and my house was on fire,
would I go back to sleep until a
seven and then still have to
make my bed?
Later in the day, if I have a
sandwich for a meal, I have to
eat around the entire edge
before I can start to eat “normally.” If the sandwich was
made by someone else (i.e. a
sub shop or the like), I have to
take the sandwich apart and
reconstruct it to my own specifications.
Before I go to bed at night, I
have to make my bed again
because it always manages to
get wrinkled during the day. I
have to arrange my pillows a

certain way. I need a beverage
placed by my bed in a certain
place and a certain perfume
sprayed on my pillow just in
case my bedroom begins to
smell in the middle of the
night. If everything is not done
perfectly, I can’t sleep.
There’s nothing wrong with
following some habits or being
passionate about things you
love, but there is a line I
crossed years ago that brought
me straight into the land of
insanity.
I suppose a psychologist
would say I’m afraid of something or suppressing something, and I need to let go. But
what would be the point?
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I
need to be up by 11:17 tomorrow morning, so I’d best start
making my bed.
What’s your obsession?
E-mail Alicia
at aliciawithay@cableone.net.

Bush’s freedom fight has underlying motives
“The survival of liberty
in our land increasingly
depends on the success of
liberty in other lands. The
best hope for peace in our
world is the expansion of
freedom.”
In his inaugural address
and at the first press conference of his second
term, President George W.
Bush emphasized his commitment to expanding liberty: “A
world without tyranny is an
ideal world.”
While his aspirations to promote peace are of course noble
causes, I, along with others,
doubt that his approaches are
free from an underlying agenda.
The Bush Administration has
a tough road ahead of it, not
only at home, but it will also be
in a continuous uphill battle to
legitimize our stance in the
world front.

Georgetown’s Institute for the
Study of Diplomacy released a
report, “Strategic Surprises for
a New Administration,” which
lists hypothetical strategic surprises, both positive and negative, the Bush Administration
may encounter that would
require immediate U.S. policy
response.
This group, otherwise known
as the Schlesinger Working
Group, consisted of former
National Security Council
members, ambassadors and
assistant secretaries of defense
who met in fall 2004 and provided policy recommendations

to deal with the hypothetical military, political, economic, social
and environmental scenarios.
Some key scenarios
discussed
included
backlashes in response
to the United States’
“unipolar
moment”
through preemptive warfare,
terrorist attacks or counterbalancing coalitions; political
and security surprises as a
result of nuclear proliferation
from the Northeast Asia, South
Asia or the Middle East;
increased technological capabilities by small groups that
previously had only been
attributed to nation-states;
economic issues because of
financial market imbalances
and the United States’ foreign
energy dependence; health
dilemmas with the increasing
resistance of HIV/AIDS to drug

treatments, the need for epidemic preparedness in cases of
malaria and global warming; or
positive surprises for U.S. foreign policy including regime
changes in North Korea or
Cuba.
They suggested the Bush
Administration weigh carefully
the costs and benefits of their
preoccupation with the war on
terrorism and the Middle East.
They also outlined the necessity to consider the perspective
of current and potential allies,
and realize right now that the
United States is considered a
“wild card” in international
affairs.
Many foreign leaders feel the
actions by the current administration have only bred an
environment of global hostility
and isolationism and has
increased the United States’
vulnerability to future catastrophic attacks, which is

counter-productive to their
current goals.
This report concluded that
the United States needs to
regain a “soft power” edge in
foreign policy and re-prioritize
their approaches to the foreign
policy initiatives.
I agree that freedom should
be given to all regardless of
national boundaries, I just
hope that the actions by this
administration can back up
those words that are so easily
thrown out.
French novelist Andre Gide
said, “It is easier to lead men to
combat, stirring up their passion, than to restrain them and
direct them toward the patient
labors of peace.”
Let’s hope this administration
can take the road less traveled.
Do you agree with Bush?
E-mail Kit
at kitless20@hotmail.com.

Arts &Ente
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Unconventional drummer inspires audiences
By DUSTY DIEHL
Staff Writer

Alvin Law travels the country entertaining audiences with
his vocals, drumming and motivational speeches.

The drummer for Def Leppard,
Rick Allen, has only one arm.
Not bad.
But Alvin Law drums with one
less arm than that.
Today (Thursday) students
have an opportunity to meet this
amazing Canadian.
Skills in percussion are only
the tip of Law’s accomplishments. Along with drumming,
Law is also a vocalist and trombone player. He won musical
recognition in his younger days.
Now a husband and father,
Law is the recipient of many
other awards for excellence and
citizenship,
including
the
Canadian
Progress
Club’s
“Canadian of the Year.”
Maybe more impressive to
American audiences was Law’s
role as a preacher in an episode

of “The X-Files.”
Law also graduated college
with honors in broadcasting—a
career he pursued until landing
his present job as an acclaimed
and popular speaker.
Law has done all of this without the benefit of arms.
And since 1988, more than one
million people have heard him
speak.
Law is one of more than 13,000
babies born with deformities in
the early 1960s, victims of the
morning
sickness
drug
Thalidomide.
Doctors predicted Law’s quality
of life would be hampered, but
Law didn’t follow doctor’s orders.
His life is a testament to what
can be done in the face of physical disability and, even more
potentially disabling, the stigma
and prejudice of society.
In a word, his life is inspirational.

However, he said he wants his
audiences to know that his presentations are not “just about
disabilities.” He covers many
themes in his talks, such as the
power of humanity, diversity and
change.
As a special message to college
students, he will explore the
challenge of entering into adulthood.
Law jokes that all he does is
“tell people things they already
know.” He tries to bring unique
experiences and humor to the
typically dry platitudes of motivational speakers.
Not to mention some no-armed
drumming.
Law speaks at 7 p.m. today
(Thursday)
in
the
CMU
Ballroom. The event is free and
open to the public.
Diehl can be reached
at dfldiehl@hotmail.com.

McKnight Exhibit
comes to campus
By RACHEL ROE
Staff Writer

Colorful images of masked men,
antique-looking portraits and larger
than life birds are all part of the “New
Photography:
McKnight
Fellows
2003/2004” exhibit in MSUM’s Center
for the Arts.
The exhibit opened last Monday and
will continue through Feb. 23. A
reception will be held with visiting
artist Celeste Nelms tonight at 4 to 6
p.m in the gallery CA 149. Following
the reception there will be a lecture
from 6 to 7 p.m. in Fox Recital Hall.
Nelms will show slides of her photos
and share some of the stories behind
the photos. Gallery hours are 10 to 6
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 10 to
4 p.m. Friday and 1 to 3 p.m.
Saturday.

The exhibit, which started at the
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
campus, will travel to the Duluth Art
Institute in April.
The Minneapolis-based McKnight
Foundation has been awarding fellowships since 1982. The fellowships are
intended for mid-career photographers
who
live
in
Minnesota,
Jane
Gudmunson, gallery manager in the
department of art and design, said.
Applicants are reviewed by a threemember panel consisting of artists,
educators, curators and critics from
outside Minnesota. Applicants must
submit a proposal for what they will do
with the Fellowship.
Four fellowships are awarded per
year. Winners are given $25,000 to
secure time to work, purchase materials or equipment or to supplement
related travel expenses.

“It was nice to not have to work for a
year and just work on my art,” Nelms,
a 2003-04 fellowship winner, said.
“The hardest part of the fellowship was
going back to a job.”
The McKnight Foundation pays for
the shipping of the exhibition to selected galleries. The exhibit was last
shown at MSUM two years ago and
was shown at the Plains Art Museum
two years prior to that, Gudmunson
said.
This year’s artists are Terry Gydesen,
northeast Minneapolis; Katherine
Turezan, Minneapolis and Nelms and
Xavier Tavera, St. Paul.
Each of the four artists has his or her
own unique take on photography.
Gydesen’s photography focuses on
the activities of Minnesota legislators
Mee Moua and Scott Dibble.
Nelms’ photos are self-portraits,
some of which are toned for an antique
look.

During the winter season she spends
her time setting up her photos with
unique thrift store-bought frames and
objects that she incorporates into her
displays, such as a dollhouse.
Tavera’s photos use diverse materials
and subjects. Currently on display at
the gallery are his works with babies in
costumes and their fathers. His photos
feature large-scale vibrant portraits.
Turezan’s art captures large blackand-white images of her son during
her fellowship year, as well as two bird
prints, which allow the viewer to see
the fine details of a bird’s structure.
“It’s a great exhibit showing
America’s best photography,” freshman Jeremy Vincent said.

Roe can be reached
at roera@mnstate.edu.
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rtainment
‘Double Vision’

Borge, Ronning display distinctive photography
By KELLIE MEEHLEAUSE

“The Compleat Works of
William Shakespeare
(abridged)”
F-M Community Theatre
Tonight and Friday
7:30 p.m.
It Is
Rick’s Bar, Fargo
Saturday, 9 p.m.
FFH, with special guest
Anthony Evans
Assembly of God, Fargo
Friday, 7 p.m.

Staff Writer

Beginning Feb. 4, photographers
John Borge and Kiersten Ronning will
showcase their work in a joint exhibit
entitled “Double Vision” at the Rourke
Art Museum.
The show features a mix of Borge’s
and Ronning’s individual photographs
in both color and black and white.
Those who attend will find panoramic and outdoor photography by Borge
as well as Ronning’s photographs
which, according to Borge, tend to be
“more random and fashion-related.”
“There is no general theme in this
exhibit,” Borge said. “It’s more of a collaboration, showing how my work was
influenced by Kiersten’s and vice
versa.”
Borge, who was born on the island of
Madagascar, said his interest in photography first began in high school,
and even then he preferred art. It is
thanks to his father that his interest
flourished, even if at first he wasn’t the
most excited to learn.
“My dad was a physician, but he was
also into photography,” Borge said.
“He taught me some camera basics
and techniques when I was in high
school. He was an eager teacher, and
with that I began to learn.”
His father’s teaching must have
worked because in 1979, Borge graduated from Concordia College. For 20
years, he passed on his knowledge of
photography to new generations of
Concordia students and served as
photographer and creative director for
the college’s office of communications
and marketing. Today he lives in Fargo
and owns and runs John Borge
Studios.
Similarly, Ronning, a native of
Stillwater, Minn., credits her father for
initiating her interest in photography.
Unlike Borge, however, she was keen
to learn about the art.
“Being a school teacher, my father’s
nature was to teach, and I was an
eager student,” she said. “Being able to
capture a little piece of the world on

MSUM Honor Band
Glasrud Auditorium
Saturday, 4 p.m.
NDSU Jazz Ensemble
Festival Concert Hall
Saturday, 7 p.m.

T5

op

Photographer John Borge’s piece, “Springs,” will be part of the “Double Vision”
exhibit opening tomorrow at the Rourke Art Museum. Photographer Kiersten
Ronning’s art will also be featured.
film intrigued me, and he made the
whole process seem so beautiful.”
Ronning, who works today as a
wardrobe stylist and freelance photographer in Minneapolis, also graduated
from Concordia with a degree in
apparel and design.
The two artists first began working
together when Borge hired Ronning as
his assistant on a six-day shoot. Their
assignment was to photograph agriculture on the flat prairies of North
Dakota.
As the project progressed, both
noticed how their photography styles
influenced each other’s. According to
Borge, his style of photography is
planned and perfected while Ronning’s
work is more random. Now, however,
he has tried to be more random with
his work.
“At first I could see the influence of
my work on how she was photographing,” Borge said. “Over time, her style
has grown, and sometimes I find
myself learning from her work as we
share ideas and techniques.”
Ronning agrees. “John was a great
teacher and boss. He influenced my
work a great deal and still does. He

just taught me so much about having
the eye of a photographer, but was also
able to show me my limitations, which
really helped refine my style. Even now
I take pointers from him and value his
opinion.”
Furthermore, it is this influence that
eventually inspired “Double Vision.”
“We had talked about doing an exhibit for a long time,” Borge said. “Then
we pitched the idea to Jim Rourke. He
really liked it, and the whole thing took
off from there.”
A preview night will be held Friday
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. The full public
opening is Sunday from 1:30 to 4:30
p.m. with a gallery talk by Borge and
Ronning at 2 p.m. The public is invited to both events.
The Rourke Art Museum is open 1 to
5 p.m. Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays. School and civic groups can
arrange
an
appointment
for
Wednesdays or Thursdays by calling
the museum or John Borge Studios.

Meehlhause can be reached
at meehlhke@mnstate.edu.

1 My Robot Friend,
Hot Action!
2 M83, Before the
Dawn
3 Fiery Furnaces,
EP
4 Various Artists,
Sunday Nights: The
Songs of Junior
Kimbrough
5 Wonderful Smith,
Hello, It’s Wonderful

Know your Top 5
#3 Fiery Furnaces
The new EP from the Fiery
Furnaces is actually a great collection of the band’s singles (most of
which have only been available in the
UK) and unreleased songs.
This album comes on the heels of
last year’s magnificent rock opus
“Blueberry Boat,” which made it on
to many “best of” lists of 2004. This
latest offering is a bit more poppy
and accessible, but still overflowing
with lyrical wordplay and surprising
melodies. The sound is hard to compare to anything else.
This band has the ability to amaze
and delight you. They are recording
their next album with their grandmother! Call and request “Here
Comes The Summer” at 477-2115.
KMCS believes that music is your
best entertainment value, and we
offer it to you for free.

Courtesy of KMSC
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Hammer nails game-winner for Northern State
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

MSUM senior guard Ridas Globys mishandled the inbounds pass
in the final seconds of the Dragons 68-66 loss to Northern State.

The MSUM men’s basketball team couldn’t
catch a break this weekend.
First, Northern State guard Matt Hammer hit
a last-second shot to beat the Dragons 68-66
on Friday in NSIC action at Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse.
Then, Upper Iowa went on a 14-2 run to end
the game and take a 75-70 victory on Sunday
against MSUM at Dorman Gym in Fayette, Iowa.
Hammer hit the game-winning jumper with
just under two seconds remaining.
MSUM called a timeout, but time expired
before senior Ridas Globys was able to get a
shot off.
Hammer recorded team highs of 22 points,

eight rebounds and five assists for the Wolves
(13-4, 5-1).
Chris Anderson led the Dragons in scoring
with 15 points.
Freshman Blake Strouth scored only five
points, but had game highs of 12 rebounds
and six assists.
Globys finished with 12 points and senior
Eddie Small scored 11 points.
The loss to Upper Iowa gave MSUM its third
consecutive loss and seventh in its past eight
games.
The Peacocks (4-15) erased a seven-point
Dragons lead in the 3 1/2 minutes. Turnovers
by Strouth and Globys turned into Upper
Iowa’s first lead of the second half, 69-68.

❒ WOLVES, page 9

ON THE COURT with Kyle Nelson

Patiently waiting
Nelson prepares to face former teammate, if doctors allow it
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

After Kyle Nelson played his final high school
basketball game, he knew it would probably be
the last chance he’d have to play the game he
loves with his best friends.
That didn’t mean he wasn’t going to get a
chance to play against them.
Nelson, MSUM’s 6-foot-9 redshirt freshman
center, won two-consecutive North Dakota
Class B boys basketball state championships
at May-Port-C-G (N.D.) High School.
At his side throughout the Patriots entire run
was his one of his best friends, Northern State
(S.D.) freshman guard Craig Nelson.
No relation.
“We haven’t played with each other or against
each other since our last game in high school,”
Nelson said.
That will change on Saturday when, for the
first time in almost two years, Kyle and Craig
Nelson meet each other on the basketball
court.
The Nelsons said there have been many
instances when they’ve been mistaken for
cousins, even though there is no resemblance.
Craig, who could not be reached for comment
on this story, is a standard 5-foot-10 while
Kyle is, well ... kinda tall.
Although they didn’t come out of the same
gene pool, they found a kinship on the court
that worked so well it led to state titles and a
54-2 overall record their junior and senior
seasons.
“When the schedule came out, the first game
I looked for was Northern State,” Nelson said.
“I’ve been looking forward to this for a long
time.”
But, it’s not just about rekindling a friendship
that was forged on the basketball court. It’s
about beginning what Nelson hopes is the first

of many competitive games to come.
“I would love to have a rivalry against
Northern State,” Nelson said.
On Monday the MSUM freshman, who has
been forced to sit out the past six games with a
hairline fracture in his left foot, found out he
may be able to play this weekend, although it
may be a gametime decision.
Even that was welcome news to the freshman, who missed nearly all of the 2003-04 season with a torn ACL and was forced to take a
medical redshirt.
“With anything in life, you find out how much
something means to you when you can’t do it,”
MSUM assistant coach Jason Beschta said. “I
know he’s doing everything he possibly can (to
get back).”
In 13 games this year, MSUM’s Nelson has
averaged five points, two rebounds and two
blocks a game.
But, the numbers are deceptive.
Because of his injuries, the MSUM coaches
haven’t had many chances to let Nelson stretch
his legs with significant playing time.
“He was really starting to get going (before his
injury),” Besctha said. “He’s just a presence
when he’s inside.”
The Dragons visit Northern State at 8 p.m.
Saturday at the Barnett Center in Aberdeen,
S.D.
“My desire to play basketball right now is
pretty big,” Nelson said. “Whatever I can do for
the team right now would be huge.”
The MSUM athletic department is taking a
fan bus to the game. The cost of the trip is $25,
which covers game tickets to both the men’s
and women’s basketball games, the bus ticket,
refreshments and a free sandwich bar at
Northern State.
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

BRITTA TRYGSTAD/PHOTO EDITOR

MSUM freshman Kyle Nelson has sat out the past three weeks
with a foot injury, but hopes to play this weekend when the
Dragons travel to Northern State, where one of Nelson’s high
school teammates is a freshman.

WRESTLING

MSUM falls to Bison, rocks Huskies, Wolves at home
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

The MSUM wrestling team picked up
two North Central Conference wins
and lost a close dual against NDSU
last week.
NCAA Division I opponent NDSU beat
the Dragons 24-16 on Friday.
The Dragons defeated conference
opponent Northern State 32-13 on
Jan. 26 and St. Cloud State 29-13 on
Saturday.
The Dragons, ranked No. 18 in the
latest NCAA Division II poll, held the
match close against the Bison, leading
9-3 early in the match.
Junior Chris Tuchscherer led MSUM
with a 13-5 major decision over former

NDSU 24, MSUM 16
Junior heavyweight Chris Tuchscherer earned a
13-5 major decision against former NDSU
teammate Tim Kraemer to remain undefeated
this season. MSUM won four matches against
the Bison.

teammate Tim Kraemer at heavyweight. Tuchscherer transferred to
MSUM from NDSU this season.
“He’s fitting in pretty good,” coach
Keenan Spiess said of Tuchscherer,
who’s undefeated as a Dragon. “The

kids are getting along real well.”
Senior Josh Jansen and junior Ben
Keen also won decisions for the
Dragons. Both wrestlers faced opponents they had not previously beaten.
NDSU’s Collin Kelly gained a 4-2
advantage on Jansen before Jansen
nearly pinned Kelly. Jansen won six
points in the third period of the match
to win a 10-5 decision at 157 pounds.
“(Jansen) took it to him,” Spiess said.
Keen won a 2-point takedown early
and led most of the match. He defeated NDSU’s Lucas Christianson 4-3 at
141 pounds. It was the 20th consecutive home victory for the Bison.
The Dragons won seven of 10 weights
at home against Northern State.
Junior Danny Meyer won a close 15-

13 decision over R.C. Sisson at 149
pounds for the Dragons.
Freshmen Scott Ahlf (133) and
Rockie Stavn (165) also won decisions
for MSUM.
Ahlf and Jansen both garnered pins
while Keen and Tuchscherer each won
decisions as the Dragons rebounded to
defeat St. Cloud State on Saturday at
Hallenback Hall.
MSUM (6-2, 2-0 NCC) will be on the
road for two of its three duals this
week.
The Dragons have matches at SiTanka Huron (S.D.) on Wednesday and
at Augustana in Sioux Falls, S.D., on
Thursday.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

SWIMMING AND DIVING
MSUM senior
guard Jackie
Doerr drives
around
Northern
State junior
Sara Jensen
on Saturday
at Alex
Nemzek
Fieldhouse.

BRITTA TRYGSTAD/
PHOTO EDITOR

Dragons keep draining opponents
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

MSUM remained undefeated
in the NSIC with a 72-63 victory against Northern State in
women’s basketball Saturday
at Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.
The Dragons, who are used
to having the size advantage
in the post, were forced to go
outside for their scoring.
“We went into the game
anticipating Northern State to
take away our inside game,
which they did,” MSUM coach
Karla Nelson said. “Our
perimeter players stepped up
and hit some big shots.”
Senior Jackie Doerr scored a
game-high 19 points while
senior Lindsay Hartmann
notched season highs of 15
points and 11 rebounds.
MSUM even produced in the
backcourt off the bench.

Sophomore Lindsey Anderson
came off the bench to score 12
points on 5 of 6 shooting.
Anderson was 2-for-3 from
the 3-point arc.
MSUM posts Jenny Thon
and Jessica Fesenmaier were
limited to seven and six
points, respectively.
“Since game one, every team
has tried to take away our
inside game,” Nelson said.
Even though MSUM’s frontcourt didn’t get to the basket
as much as they normally do,
they were able to outrebound
the Wolves, who lead the NSIC
in rebounds.
“I definitely think that when
you play Northern State,
rebounding is the name of the
game,” Nelson said. “Getting
second
shots
for
us
offensively is important and
giving them no second shots is
important.”

Dragons crush Peacocks
MSUM won its seventh consecutive game with a 91-58
victory against Upper Iowa on
Sunday in a nonconference
matchup at home.
Fesenmaier led five Dragons
in double figures, scoring 21
points on 10 of 15 shooting
while playing only 15 minutes.
Hartmann scored 13 points
and grabbed a team-high nine
rebounds and five assists.
“(Hartmann) has done a good
job of taking the ball to the
basket,” Nelson said. “Right
now she’s really doing a good
job playing a complete game.”
Freshman forward Allison
Swenson came off the bench
to score 17 points and grab
seven boards for the Dragons
(17-3, 7-0).
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

Wehri breaks Olson Forum record
MSUM sophomore Brooke
Wehri set a new pole-vault
record at Concordia’s Olson
Forum with a leap of 12 feet,
2 1⁄2 inches. Wehri set the
record last Saturday at the
Concordia Indoor Track &
Field Dual.
Although Wehri didn’t know
until Monday that she had set
a record, which provisionally
qualifies her for the NCAA
Division II championship in
Boston, she admitted she was
excited about the possibility
of clinching a national qualification at the Cobber Open
this weekend.
Wehri said it was a competitive dual.
“I was going up against one
of the girls that beat me in
high school,” Wehri said of
NDSU’s Julie Strenkowski, a
Grand Forks Central (N.D.)
High School graduate.
Strenkowski earned the

2003 North Dakota state
championship in the pole
vault
against
Wehri,
a
M a n d a n
(N.D.) High
School graduate,
who
took second
place.
“(Breaking
the record)
puts Wehri
in
conWehri
tention
to
win a title,” MSUM coach
Keith Barnier said.
However, Barnier feels that
Wehri has better jumps in
her.
Last year Wehri took first at
the NSIC event in both the
indoor and outdoor polevault.
Wehri is currently ranked
No. 3 nationally in the pole
vault.
The only individual win for
the women’s team came from
Wehri in the pole vault.
Holly Farwell took second in
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The Dragons return home to
face Minnesota State Mankato
at 7 p.m. Saturday in Alex
Nemzek Fieldhouse.
Augustana
and
MSU
Mankato are both NCC opponents that are ranked nationally in the top 10.
Augustana is ranked No. 2
while MSU Mankato checked
in at No. 5.

The Peacocks made four free
throws down the stretch to
seal the win.
MSUM’s only points in the
Peacocks run came on a pair
of free throws by senior
Deandre Buchanan.
The Dragons held a 39-32
halftime lead after connecting
on 7 of 15 3-pointers.
But, MSUM went cold from
beyond the arc after halftime,
missing all 10 of its 3’s in the
second half.

By JEREMY CHURA
Staff Writer

Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

the 1,000 meter with a time of
3 minutes, 21.56 seconds.
In the distance medley relay,
the Dragon women took second place with a time of
14:19.90 seconds. Host team
Concordia took first.
On the men’s side, former
Dragons All-American Starr
Roberts won the 55 in 6.47
seconds, while another former
Dragon, Keith Knoke, finished
first in the 55 hurdles with a
time of 7.98 seconds.
Knoke also won the pole
vault with a height of 15 feet.
Both Roberts and Knoke ran
unattached.
Sophomore Dan Moreland
ran the 1,500 in four minutes,
7.42 seconds, which was good
enough for first place.
Jamestown College won the
men’s event while Concordia
took first in the women’s.
“Most of (the team) improved
in our events,” Barnier said.

Chaussee qualifies
for national diving
By DUSTIN MONKE
Sports Editor

Weather conditions and
lengthened diving events took
a toll on MSUM’s No. 16
ranked swimming and diving
team during its dual against
Minnesota State Mankato on
Friday at the Alex Nemzek
Hall swimming pool.
The Dragons and Mavericks
swam to a 112-112 tie, which
is, according to coach Todd
Peters, almost unheard of in
college swimming and diving.
“(MSU Mankato) ended up
getting here late,” Peters said.
“On the way here, they had
seen a lot of cars in the ditch.”
So, in regard to the safety of
the MSU Mankato team,
Peters said the decision was
made to cancel the 1,000meter relay.
“I didn’t really want to, but I
can’t say no to athletes,”
Peters said. “I thought it could
come back to haunt me, but I
thought we had enough
(points). I didn’t think it would
make the difference it ended
up doing.”
But, Peters said he doesn’t
regret the decision.
“I’d do it again. It’s for the
athletes,” he said.
Not everything ended in
splits for the Dragons though.
Sophomore Sarah Chaussee
became the first Dragon to
qualify for the NCAA Division
II national meet. Chaussee’s
dive score of 371.95 was six
points over the national qualifying cut off.
It’s a welcome honor for the
diver, who broke the middle
finger and ring finger on both
her left and right hands at
that national meet last year.
“I was relieved I made it,”
Chaussee said. “It was pretty
important.”
Chaussee broke her fingers

during a warmup dive for the
3-meter qualifying.
She had already made the
final cut in the 1-meter dive
before scratching from the
meet with her injury.
Even though she didn’t get a
chance to place at nationals,
Chaussee said the hardest
part was getting back on the
board.
“Getting over the fear of my
dives,” Chaussee said, “It was
really hard.”
More Dragons will have a
chance to join Chaussee at
the NCAA Division II national
meet from March 8-12 in
Orlando, Fla., when they participate in the Minnesota
Invitational at the University
of Minnesota this weekend.
Peters said the invite is billed
as a “last chance” meet for
most teams before they head
to their respective conference
finals.
But, he added that the North
Central Conference meet in
two weeks is where the
Dragons will have to be at
their best.
“If they’re going to (qualify),
there going to do it when
they’re completely rested,”
Peters said.
But, it’s not going to be an
easy task.
The NCC boasts four nationally ranked teams according
to CollegeSwimming.com.
No. 1-ranked University of
North Dakota heads that
pack, which includes No. 6 St.
Cloud State, No. 7 University
of South Dakota and the No.
16-ranked Dragons.
“That’s the biggest competition of the year, the one that
means the most,” Peters said.
“The entire season, that’s
what we work towards.”
Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

Chura can be reached
at churaje@mnstate.com.

Eric Ritter led Upper Iowa
with 19 points and six assists.
Strouth had team highs of
15 points, eight rebounds,
four assists and four steals for
the Dragons (5-16, 1-6).
Senior Ben Aalto also notched
15 points and eight boards.
Small and senior Chris
Anderson added 13 apiece.
LIZZIE STARK/THE ADVOCATE

Monke can be reached
at newenglandtigers@yahoo.com.

An unidentified MSUM swimmer competes in the Dragons dual
against Minnesota State Mankato on Saturday.
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Advocate earns
state awards
The Advocate took home
four awards at the 2003-2004
Minnesota Better College
Newspaper Awards.
Assistant
editor
Alicia
Strnad recieved first place for
best editorial and first place
for best column writing.
Peter Gulsvig recieved second place in the cartoon category.
The Advocate advertising
department also placed second in the general advertising
category.
The awards were present
Jan. 28 in Minneapolis.
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For Rent
3-4BR/3BA, 1 Blk to Concordia,
new kitchen w/dishwasher,
washer and dryer included. 808
4th St S. Short-term lease
through April or May. Available
ASAP or at semester.
Garrick/Mary Larson 218-2994304/218-287-1047.
IApartment: 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, kitchen, living room.
Cable, parking, &amp;
utilities included + washer &amp;
dryer. $375 - S. Fargo. Call
Jeremy @
701-371-8234.
Available December 1. One bedroom close to MSU. Clean cozy
unit. New kitchen. Off-street
parking. Smoke-free non-pet
building. $350. Contact 2331881 for appointment.
NDSU/MERITCARE
3BR-2BATH or 1 & 2 bedrooms.
Indoor pool, sauna, controlled
access. Newly done light oak
cabinets, green counters, built-in
microwaves, wood flrs,
kitchen/dining, walk-in closets.
Heat pd, cats ok.
235-4721/729-4101
Indoor pool. 1 blk of w. Acres.
Weight -Excercise rm, sauna
Resort like living. Heat pd.
Efficiency, 1 & 2 bdrm, gorgeous
yards, w/ playground. NEW
kitchen & dining rm. Cat OK.
Call Tanya 282-6357.
FREE TANNING EFF. 1, 2, 3
bedroom apartments with paid
heat, garbage, water and sewer.
Indoor heated pool, hot tub and
fitness center. Underground
heated parking garage. Pets
welcome. Call 701-356-3801.
Mention this ad and receive 1/2
off 1st month’s rent.

CLASSIFIEDS
Large 3 bdrm apt 1/2 block from
MSU, heat paid, open now or
Feb 1. $600/mo. 238-0081.
Available December 1. Only two
blocks from MSUM campus.
Large two bedroom in quiet
smoke-free four plex. Extra large
kitchen. Contact 233-1881.

Misc.
Spring Break 2005. Travel with
STS, America’s No. 1 Student
Tour Operator, to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/reservations
1-800-648-4849 or www.
ststravel.com.
Need Sewing Done??
Beckys sewing center does
alterations, bridal and formal
pattern work and hemming. Stop
by 725 center Ave. in American
Square near Taco Johns or call
218-233-5130
Pregnancy Testing. Services are
free and confidential. Empower
yourself, know your options. If
you think you could be pregnant,
call FirstChoice at 237-6530 or
toll-free 1-888-237-6530.
**#1 Spring Break Web site!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed. Free
Meals & Free Drinks. Book 11
people, get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6+.
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.
com or 800-838-8202.
Are you looking to make $200$300 extra a month? The
Nations second largest energy
drink wants you to sell and compete against other colleges for
cashand prizes. check out our
website after calling 239-9245.

Help Wanted
Earn extra $$$ for Spring Break!
Tele-fundraise for political and
non-profit groups. 15-40 hours
per week. Mornings, nights &
weekends pay $9.50. Earn up to
an extra $8/hr in bonuses.
Flexible scheduling. Call 2399223 or stop by 112 N.
University Dr. #322, Fargo.
New and Exciting Entertainment
Magazine to the
Fargo/Moorhead area needs
people for sales, promotions,
writing, editing, Djing, photography, and interns
Call 1-866-554-0706

CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges
$3 for the first 30 words and $1
for each additional 20 words.
Classified ad forms are available in The Advocate office
during business hours.
Payment is required in advance
of publication. Classifieds will
not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no
refunds are given on cancels
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m.
for the issue published on
Thursday, no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with
payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds,
Minnesota State University
Moorhead, Box 130, Moorhead,
MN 56560. Ads with payment
may also be dropped off in The
Advocate office. Room 110 in
the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is
responsible only for the cost of
the first incorrect insertion of
the ad. It is the responsibility of
the advertiser
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❒ SOCIAL, from front
you have a high case load?”
she asked. “You can’t.”
Schroeder
acknowledges
that working in child welfare
and particularly in the area of
child protection can be difficult,
with
its
high

turnover rate.
“The challenges are equally
as great as the reward,”
Schroeder
said.
“You’re
exposed to sexual abuse,
physical
abuse,
gross
neglect.”
She also emphasized, “What
population better to help than
our children?”
Peterson points out that
social workers are committed
to social justice and social
change, particularly regarding
family issues.
“Children are marginalized
in our society,” she said.
“Policies aren’t very familyfriendly or children-friendly.”
MSUM has 12 stipends
available each semester, and
the
department
granted
stipends to 11 students this
semester.
“We’re recruiting students
who are really interested in
child
welfare
services,”
Peterson said. “They have to
have the passion.”

MSUM junior Jill Meyer is
one of the 11 students
approved to receive a stipend
this semester. Meyer decided
to apply for the stipend
because “child welfare is the
field I’m interested in, so it
just fit.”
Meyer worked at a day care
for five years and decided to
pursue a career in social work
during her junior year of high
school. She said she encountered incidences of child
neglect and abuse during her
years as a day care worker.
“I’ve always liked working
with kids,” Meyer said. “It just
breaks my heart to have anything bad happen to them.”
Meyer has enjoyed her experience as a student at MSUM.
She said her professors are
knowledgeable and helpful.
“I definitely believe once I
graduate I’ll have the knowledge that I need to work,” she
said.
In addition to the financial
reward of the stipend, Meyer
thought filling out the application and answering the essay
questions was motivating.
“It reminded me of why I was
in the field,” she said. “It motivated me to want to keep
going with it.”
Eligibility for the grant
requires students to be social
work majors and complete
child
welfare
classes.
Recipients must also have
their senior field experience in
a county or state welfare unit.
They must also seek employment in the area of child welfare in a public agency for an
amount of time that corresponds to the number of
semesters
they
receive
stipends.
A
selection
committee
reviews applications submitted by students.

Hacking can be reached
at sarahacking@hotmail.com.

